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years in making contributiong to the lives of real-children as well as toUJ .

the understanding of developmental theory. This interest has led us to

pursue questions with more direct relevance in the reel world than Was
,

characteristic of our field a decade ago. At the same tire, our societps

increasing aWareness of the hartful situations of Many children has pro-,

( t

duced many urgent demands for assistance in making decisions that will

effent children. Recent trends in litigation involving child custody,

,parental rightsi foster care and child abuse draw heavily,on Anterpreta-

ticv of developmental researcn`..and theory. Researchers are joining:. ;

A
nlinicins :as exAErt witnesses and as edUcators of legislaelares and courts.

SoMe'of our 'efTorts, however, have been ither embarrassing or humb/ing as-

we digcover ttie short-cotingsof our research or find ourselves unprepared

far the adVersary natuk-e of legislative end judicial proceedings. It is

important for us to share Our experiences in attempting tO apply-child

yorl development,research in these settings both to sherpen our interpretive

skills and to inforrvour research effort6s
(-

Ur)
rhad an opportunity recently, to discover the scope of our"ignorance,in"

$14 some areas of active research interest, pvticularly in regard to conse-

* quences of specific cnildrearing experiences. The case I participated in

A shorter version of this paper was 'resented at the Society for Research
in Child DeVelopment, ASA Frennisco;'March 15, 1979.
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notable case in termination of parental rights; it in4olved me in the

in6rseot of several Tesearch enterprises, question& of practice and policy

issues.

THE CASE

In the case at hand, a ten-day old infant was found by a visiting nurse'

to have four burns on its back, apparently causeb by a lighted cigarette

and presumably inflicted by the mother. This.is the first child, a male.

The mother is in .her twenties, married and a chronic schizophrenic who has

been hospitalized several times since her mid-teens. Her mother is.also a
7-

chronic schizophrenic; both have paranoid symptoms. Her father committed

suicide when she way young girl and apparently had a psychotic experience
A

4

before the suidide. Eer husband shows signs of neurological.disfunction,

suffers from epilepsy and has had difficulties with *ler-law. Both are qh

school graduate&.

The visiting nurse took.the child and the mother to the hospital for
,

treatment of,the burns. The'Pediatrics staff, insisted that the child be

hospitalized and filed a report with the-Pepartment of Social and Rehabili-

tation Services, which immediately petitioned for custody. Temporary

custody was granted and the child was discharged from the hospital into

foster care. On hearing A psychiatrist's evaluation of tile mother, the

Departmeht petitioned for immediate termination of parental rights so they-; .

..
, L

could place the childfor aadption. This was an unprecedented'petition in

their experience and the social worker requested that I testify on behalf
'''n ..

of the Department and the child in support of the petition: During the

period of foster care, the parents visited with the ch,ild in the presence

3



of the social worker to, maintain whatever ties were being developed and to

allow an opportunity to evaluate the parents anditheir problems.

r

The applicable state statute under which the petition was filed is a

section of the law giving the Department of Social and Rehabilitation

Servicesthe right to be granted custody and to petition for changes

custody and resfdual rights. ,That statute requires the juvenile court to

consider the beet interests of the child ancl dictates examination of the

following:

1

1. The interaction and interrelationship of the child with his [sic]

natural parents, his foster parents if any, his siblings, and any

other person who may significantly affect the child's best

interests;

2: The child's adjustment to his home, school, and community; -

3. The likelihood that the natural parent will be able to resume his... ,

[sic] parentalidutiestwithin a reasonable period of time; and

nether the natural parent*has played and continues to play a
p.

constructiye role, including personal cOntact and demonstrgted lovo

and affection, in the child's welfare. (V.S.A., Chapter 12, Title

33, Section 667)

The issues the court had to address then, were:

- 1.1e Can these parents care for this child noW oriwithin a "reasonabde"

time?

In this case the psychiatrist concluded that the pareqs,' in particular the

''..mother, could not. But to support that finding, the court had to determine
,

what are parental Nties. The s4cond question then was:

2. What'parental behavior or characteristics are minimally necessary

for normal developmenf--not'optimal but normal?

4



' This isia is4andard undergraduate a;camination question; an answer requires

major int pretation bf research literature. I did testify on that issue

but I t Present that here: The next question of Oct followed:

How oes thfs mother ineract with 'this child and, generally, hOw

dolaothers with her particular characteristics'interact with their

, children?

The Social worker testified that. the mother had'unreasonable expectations

for.her child and seemed to be alternately intrusive and neglectfUl. The

nursedconfirmed th4 the pare prvided by the mother was inadequate and
', .

.

that during,her vi.sits the hddse was a mess and the mother disorganiZed.
..

I turned to the research literature for an'answer to the more general,,e

question:.

-

4. What is the nature of mother-infant interaction Mien the'mother is

a schizophrenic?

Inter*t in the process of transmission cxf schizophrenia-is long-s,tandiri;

theee is reasonable consensus that both/genetic predisposition and appro-
,

priate (or inaPpropriate) 'learning experiences should be examined. There
,

are now several studies,of high-risk children designed to identify the

environmental variables associated with development of schizophrenia an&

'other psychiatric' disorders. Unfortunatery, in m st of these studies

little effort has been made to'examine tile actual parenting care experi-

enced by high-risk igfants. Many investigators do not report whhher the
A

child lived with the mpther as an infant. The current intense research

interest in mother-infant interaction has not yet found its way into the

k study of parents with ps,chiatric disturpances.'

Schachter and his colleag (Regins, at al.; 1975; Schacter, et al.;

1977) have in their obServationsia airvamount of data about specific
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interaction video-taped in the laboratory. These ind similar studies as

yvt includd,insufficient data on normal mother-child interactions.and on

outcomes for us'to sayany more than that the schizophrenic mothers seem to

( be intrusive and to Anteract more but less contingently with their infants.

At this time we can only speculate about the effeets of this interaction on

the infant.

5. What are the effects of anti-psychotie medication on the

mother-infant interaCtion? a,.. .

-1
.

-
. , -

. ... -.

r

The effects of medication are crucial to the issue of whetherithe mother'

cap carry out parental responsibility. Excepting general discussion of the
4

side effects of phellothiazines this ouestion has been_unasked in the

'research literature. Perhaps it is too early-in our understandipg or

parent-child interactions to introduce this variable but it is an important
,

one in thiS ase. Anti-psychotic medication has been used routinely with

schizophrenics for nearly two decades,,but I found no -studies ofits

eActs on childrdAring competence.

, The choices

To weigh the best'interests of the child; the court had to examine the
e

alternatives possible for this child, . Simply; these included (a) rearing

by the natural parents, perhaps-with 'supd4Pvision; (b) rearing by foster

parents and then returning at same unspecified tim to the 'natural parents;

(c) foster care for dome unspecified period of time and then eventual

placement in a permanent adoptive home; and, (d) immediate placement in an
,

adoptive home, which was the recOmmendatiOn of the Ddpartment. Considera-

tion of these alternatives led tO another Set of developmental,questions.

V a.

a.
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6. What are th Consequences of being reared by a s_. ..

-7"- . tr%001000*ft41
40,04'-

, *opm
' mother? -"VP

,, 45

'The overwhelminfi majority of1 studies of schizophreni a ents are
\.,..

.. f,,

primarily'incidee0 stUdi and are designed to reveal 0 tents Abe
.., .

I

izophrenic

transmission of schizo Oencf., Anthony, 1969, Garmj and Streitiii*n,

1974; Grunebaum, et aL-, 1975; Landau, et al., 1972): One consequence

4.0 c

being born to a schieophrenic mother is that one has a one-in-ten chancOpf

growing up to be a sailizophrenic, reg.ardless of by'whom'one is reared

(Hestont 196.Q. We Ove not yet reached the point where we can predic

which children will achizophrenic tut a number of prbjeqs are uncle

i#f
(cf., Gamer, et'al., 19 1977; Germezy,\1977).

\. -)
A consequenae of bein ,rared_by a sabizophrenic

a thirty-to-fifty percent probfi4 ,ty of developirTg h
kit4104,

ity problems as one is growing up--if one

Por
P
ersonal-g

1 (a.f,, AnthOny,

1969). In an early study,by Kallman (1938), for exain1e, the mortality

ii..ate for infants reared by schizophrenic mothets is Atioited as being as
. `....1 f

high as 45%. Sobel (1961) also reports high mortality rates and injury
,

,

rates for chilldren of schizophrenic mothers. The nranticide literature is.

distressingly concerned With.schizophrenic mothe s (Hreigne and Palmer,

,

1975; Myers, 1970; Resnick, 1970). Unfortunately, in. Most studies there

are sample selection probrems. Suface it to say tha't while one percent of4
the mothers in the country may be schizophrenic, f r'greater pergentages of

schizophrenics appear in the studies of parents of Wants who.are killed.

.It is very important, however, to note that all peOinent studies either'

were conducted prior to the general use of phenothiazines for treattent of

schizophrenia or do not report whether the infant-killing or abusing

schizophrenic mothers were receiving drug treatmert-: 1.
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One of the best indications of the experience of being raised by a

*

schizophrenic moth r, again prior to,use of phenothiazines,is presented by

Manfred Bleuler (1974), who has follqwed the families of 208 'schizophrenics

over two generations. ,Bleulerr reports that while alarge percentage of the

children of schizophrenics grow Up coping very well, he is impressed in

talking with them by the fact that they have experienced what he cells

qtrocious" childh . He does not report.mortality rates or caus57-6T

death for children i his study. BecaUse the variable of'drugtherapy hAs

not been ihofudeq, the studies avaylAble cannot be used to predict the

consequences for'current and future children of schizophrenics.

much for research on schizophrenic mothers. Now what about the acts

- *

that resulted in court action?,

7. What are the consequences of being abused'as an infant?.

We find that there is some.similarity in the consequences of childrearing

by a schizophrenic and childrearing by an abusive parent,'.though again we

havesvery little data on the parent-child interactionh(cf., Hyman, 1977;

Kline, 1977; VArtin and Beezley, 1977). The consequences of growing up

withi intiermittent or constant fear of injury are not documented in our

tL studies of child abuse (cf., Green, 1978). Helfer reports a three to four

percent mortality rate for children who are abused in the early years and e'

1
25 to 30 percent morbidity rate. Elmer (1977) recently found little

difference hetweenichildren abused as infa ts and others. Her study has

several methOdological featieres that restr' t Its u&efulness, however.

Morse (Morse, Sahler, and Friedman, 1970) has reported data that I

interpret'to mean that children abused as infants have higher subsequent .

risk than children abused,later in life. Since our attention is still

8
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focused on prediction and prevention of child abuse, the actual' eNperience
,

°

and its consequences have been stadied little.

The court also has to worry about the effects of its own actions.

8. What are the conlequences of foster ,car n infancy?

We find no specific literature on the"consequences of oster car5opin

infancy% For prolongedgfoster care of older criildren there is increasing

evidence'that the results are not good. Consequences reported inalude

self-cdnsciousness, a sense of ipolation, a sense of not belonging, of

being different, difficufty in establishing a sense,of identity later in
1

A

life and low self-esteem (Frank, 1977; Murphy, 197)4). Compared to

adorition, long-term foster ca4cannot be recommended.
a

In, order to.determine what wa ig.the best course for this nfant the
4

court was encouraged to ask several questions about attachment.

k

9. What iS the outside age limit for transferring an Infanttrom one,

set of parents to anolher? ,

Obviopsly'there is no "outsidet age limit. One can do it,untiltthe child

is no longer in need ofparents. If we transform thelquestion, bowevr, to

asklopout conseqeenOers of a change of parental figures in infancy, Leon

YarrOw.and his colleagués (1971; 1973) ,tell us that there is little observ-

able upset up to about three months for infants transfer'red from foster

cai-e to adoptike care. ft'Aer thPee months, the proportion of infantsA
is)

manifesting di4ress .increases with age up to 7 month6, when all infants

show distress. The severity and duration of the reaction.increases- with

advancAng 6ge. Fdr children who experience this transfer Of parental
e I J

4
figurest.and attaChmentafter six months of age the consequences are reduced

depth of relating, reduced social effectiveness, and a dec-rement'in social'

disorimination at age 10. The experienc.e of change in.parents during
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infancy redUces the aapacity to .establish different levels of relationships

and thus encourages the formation of indiscriminate, inappropriate rela-

tionships later in life. We do not know yet what the adolescent courA- fOr

Yarr s subjects has been.

Since the element of formation of attachments was of concern and raised

by the preceding question, the .court asked:

10. .When are specific a tachments formed?

We ail know from our underg aduate days that Oley are evident at six to

eight months. But the cOur,t also asked.:

112. How late can speciTic attachments be formed?
tE

The simple answer is, "We don't know." Childreh adopted'at six years, for

fexample, d .develop attachments. We have little inNrmation about the

process bi which this happens. We :don't know whether the attachments they

form are different from those formed in infancy, though common Sense tens,

us they are.

12. What are the'conseauences of permanent Joss of an attachment figUre

at different periods :di. life?

Though we have clinical descriptions of the immediate grief reaction at

different ages, Yarrow's research.again is ail" that we have & the

long-term consequences.

13. What'are the short and long-term effects of returning to a

previous attachment figure?

Returning to a previous attachment ffgure is probably a pl-sitive experience

'but the loss of the interVening att7ZNment is negative; one has Q weigh

those' together. I found no research on reactions to or long term conse-
%

quences of separation and reunion of his sort.

.41k



After my discussion of the results of Yarrow's studies and thq'effects

, of foster care on self-esteem and social competence, the'judge ttirew me

what I thought was a pretty sneaky curve:

14. Are ttie conseqUences of these experiences of such magnitude that4

"reasonable men" will not differ on their importance, 46 the

This question raises fundamental issues in application of rTsearCh to real

life. Can we generalize the often small differences between group meansN,v

find to the prediction of behavior? Do the differences we find mean any-.

thing? Are they vllid discriminators, related -tO other impornt

variables?

The obvious answer to the judge'd(ry is that, of course,0"reasonab1e

men" will differ. And that brings us back full circle to what is Minimally

necessary for growing Alp normal--not optimal, but normal7

Parenthetically, I may add that there is one legal question of interest

whichwasnot raised specifically in this caW
4 t

4."

'''?1 15. Cali the rights of both parerits be tviminated if one'is schizo-
-,

phrenic'without proving the other. also to be incompetetene?.

The father: in this oase did not appeal on that basis any other so there

was no test. Perhaps if he had been willing and able.td. parent, there

-would have been no original petition.

RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS

i .

It is siMple to.suggest on, tOe'basi8 of this case that "another ,
. :. .,-

' , .

neglected group%-schizopteniO child-abusers--should be studied. The..

, .

4P
population' however, is probably 'too small to take that Trocluctiv;e- Less-

d i '

simply, we must look more olosely at the process 6if childrearing and its

- :

1 1
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variations and at the'copsequences of those variati.ons. In.spite of the

principle of examining the best interests of the child, neglect; &use and

cUstody disputes will be decided not. oil the Oasis of whicf-i'parent or alter-
.

native is better but whether,one isiOarmful. I'have strong suspicions that
Nu,

most cases involve the 'choice of least evil. Judges"' will favor attachments

already formed and the parental relationship against relief frOm a poten-
. .

, .A-
tially destructive childrearing practice. Indeed,. Goldstein, Freud and

't(.!

Solnit (1978) argue.precisely that position'. 14 we are to assist courts id

determining9-the least detrimental alternatives.for'children, research must
,

,

Odocument the real consequences-of disruption of honds and of early abuse at

the hands of parents. researchers must investigate tore closely thelpro7

a

ces,e of Parent-child interaction and tie it UT specific.Consequerices._ I do 1134
C.'

.

.0
not need.to be reminded that this has been a,majqr concern, of"child devel-

.

opment researchers from,thd begkinings of`our field. I sim,Ply point out

A
:4

that the parents we have studied, the conSequences that'we have examined
4

and the'Sophistication of our design and analyses have not yielded data

pertinent to eves of judical intereSt o; data that will stand, up in:an

adversary procebding. In suck-Lproceedings, decisions axe made on the bdgis.

of predictions about ihdividual parents,and children as opposed to gener4

conclusions about middle Versus lowen income parents, CT. fathers versus
-

mothere.
I

4

The progress of deinstutionalizatidn and the increased efficacy of

Medication mean that there will.be more potential parents with un4.1al

parenting Styles. If current and proposed longitudinal studies of high-

risk children and their P.arentsare to answer some of therquestions. the

a

court raised, their designs.must include the.specifics of parent-child
.

_ .

interaction and other aspects of the care of fhe ch'ild. They must combine.

2
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data on the pRocess of child-rearing with demographic and ot$come data,

. °
such as on infant abuse and death, and with case data on parents, including

medication and course of parental pathology. There must be aggressive

follow-up and investiriationof causes,of tubjectr'attrition. Current

emphasis by social service agencies on making permanent dispositions for

cftildren aston as possible,will.also lead to more disputable recommenda-

ti,o-ns for termination of parental rights. Studies of attachment and the

formation 'of new bonds and investigation of long-term 'consequences both of

foster care and adoption will be very important in these cases. The

current state of child development research does'not provide adequate basis

for recommendation.

\'

CONCLUSION

1

The research needed to answer the questions raised in this case is of

intrinsic interest. The highly empirical observational, natural history

approach is finding 'renewed respeceability among child development

researchers. In some instance-6, tt is a small matter to add dimensions to

on-going studies that have a different primary question. In other

instances, we need quite different research efforts and'a new view-point

for research being done by practitioners. PiS child development researchers

address socialAlssues and the impacts on children of social' change, policy'

and legislation, and as we take research into kegislative and judicial

settings, we are forced to design research pertinent to-judicial and legal

questions. Courts make decisions on the basis of strong professional pre-

dictions and conclusions, not weak correlations and theoretical subtleties.

Decisions are made in an adversary setting, assuring that research is

subject to alternative interpretation. We must be prepared to provide data

1:34'a
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4

that-re germane and'dnterpretations that are as objective as possible. We .

must continue to coun.ter7 the misinterpretations of research that are thrown

about and use our best p'rofessional and scientific judgments, aware of

their limitations and that they are .subjec to. reviAon.

0

_

14
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V

CHILD DEVELOPMENT REEEARCH IN COURTi

Lawi-ence G. ShelAw.n, University of Nermont

Abstract .

ReCent trends in litigdtion involving Child cu§tody, parental rights,

foster' care, and child abuse draw 1-eavily on interpretations of developmental

J( research and theory. In a recent landmark case a developmentalist testified

on a number of issues for which scant developmental data were found.

Developmental issues.involyed included

a. neonatal bonding and the development of attachments;

15. consequences of separation froul the mother, and of subsequent reunion;

c. maternal-,infant relational qualities minimally necessary for

normal development

d. Maternal-infant interaction and relationships when mother is

schixophrenic.

e. Long-terM consequences of rearing by a schizophrenic motliet;'

f. short and long term consequences of dbuse during infancy.

The direct, concrete, questions posed by the court add urgency to

research that already has theoretical and practical intelest. Inadequacies

of currently available data are discussed and-appropriate research strategies

defined.


